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Small savory appetizers
served before the meal, customarily with
APPERITIFS OR COCKTAILS. They are usually
one-or two-bite size and can be cold or
hot. Hors d’oeuvre may be in the form of
a fancy canape or as simple as a
selection of crudites (as celery or carrot
sticks). . The word “hors d’oeuvre” is
properly used for both the singular and
plural forms. The reason is that the term
translates literally as (dishes) “outside the
work (meal)” and no matter how many
dishes there are, there is only one “work.”
In today’s modern parlance, however, the
plural is often spoken and written as hors
d’oeuvres but no matter how you say it,
Juan Meono, the Granada hors-d'oeuvre
chef defines them this way for
"Happy Hour" every Friday in the
Granada Lounge.
More, anyone?

August 2008

by Kevin McGlynn
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Matin Tang has been a sketch artist
here is San Francisco for over twenty years. I
found him in the Buena Vista by the Hyde
Street Cable Car turnaround infront of
Ghirardelli Square. For two hours Martin will
turn the lounge of the Granada into an art
studio, pleasing everyone with his talent on
Wednesday, August 6th between 2:30 and 4:30.
Here are a few of the 30 sketches he did three
years ago. Each sketch took approximately 3
minutes, what you think? How many people
can you name? Make sure to join us, all free,
compliments of The Granada.
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Helen the Granada Hair Stylist
Now taking
appointments

For The Granada
Beauty Salon.

Please call
Helen at
921.8402
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Employee of the Month
Origionally from Carson City, Nevada, a small town
near Lake Tahoe in the Seirra's high desert, a little dry
you might imagine, so coming to San Francisco's fog,
many green plants and beautiful parks amazes Alice
Jaramillo now as it did ten years ago; "loves it," she
says. She enjoys many hobbies, her favorite, riding her
bicycle everywhere. You often see Alice with her bike
on her shoulder going through the lobby. Reading,
crafts, music and movies round out her leisure time.
"Among my most recent projects was a pouch I hand
sewed for a friend and I made a couple of painted glass
candle holders for another." Focusing on her future,
Alice is interested in studying the enviroment and ways
to help perserve nature, a passsion she shares with
many Californians. Here at The Granada, Alice works
well with the staff and is a people pleaser to all the
residents: "she's always smiling and agreeable." Pleased
to please a pleaser with a declaration "Alice Jaramillo,
you are the Granada employee of the month," keep
smiling.
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at the races; beautiful, 70 degrees and a clear sky, maybe?
unt our bus at 12:00 and headed south 22 miles to Bay
s race track and lunch. Spaghetti with garlic bread and a
able in or out near the finish line with a racing form. After
off to the paddocks to view your horses for the next race.
u see the horses from the last race cooling off, then they exit
by the entrance of the new group of horses for the next
ck your favorite horse, then it's off to the betting windows to
hen the're at the post and they're off. Down the straights
nd the turn and here they come, hold your ticket and look
horse's color, number, listen for a name, as they settle into a
race you see your horse's efforts, are they
good enough? A mile or so and it's over
the finish line. I won't say anything more
but "all these people smiling."
So join us Thursday, August 14th for five
races at Bay Meadows to have fun, this
might be the last day you'll have for racing
there. Lunch, crossing the finish line,
around the paddock, placing you $2.00
complimentary bet from the Granada, it all
spells FUN.

August and Gladiolus
The name "Gladiolus" is derived from the Latin
word "Gladius", meaning "sword" for the shape of
the leaves.
The gladiolus is the birth flower for August; it also
represented the Roman gladiators.
The gladiolus flower signifies rememberence. It also
expresses infatuation, telling the receiver that he or
she "pierces the heart."

When the artist, Martin
Tang, comes to the
Granada, Wednesday
August 6th everyone
should get a sketch done;
it's amazing how young
Martin can make you look.
Went to a Giants game, we
beat the District of
Columbia, that's our
nation's capital, team " the
Capitols." Bengie Molina
hit two home runs, not
Barry Bonds but no
baggage either. Is there
any interest in a baseball
tour for September? Let
Kevin know also do you
have suggestions for
tours let him know, like the
Hilmar Cheese factory?
They keep telling the
public "Bay Meadows is
closed to be redeveloped
for real estate use" but
every year it's the same,
saying this is the last
season so the Granada
tour will partake in Bay
Meadows "last" senior
day with the spagatti and
meatball lunch, fun, good
luck.
25 lucky Granada
gamblers visited River
Rock Indian Casino atop
Sonoma's Alexander
Valley along with the
residents of The
Broadmoor. If there were
any big winners, they're
keeping it quiet.
If you need anything to
make you more
comfortable here let me
know. My door is always
open. Thanks
Tony Davidauskis, manager
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